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ABSTRACT
Traffic safety has been traditionally addressed through individual improvements to the car by
manufacturers; improvements to the driver through education and enforcement; and, improvements to
the infrastructure by government. While none of these approaches is incorrect, they are incomplete. We
believe that further opportunities for enhancing safety are to be found in creatively exploiting the
overlapping and interactive nature of the role of the vehicle, driver, and driving environment in accident
prevention and mitigation. We apply wellness, as developed in the fields of health behavior and sports
psychology, as an integrating framework to envision driver performance as dynamic and improvable.
From this perspective, and building on advances in ambient intelligence, we propose the development
of an AwareCar. The AwareCar concept would detect driver state (fatigue or stress); display that
information to the driver to improve the driver’s situational awareness in relation to road conditions and
their own ‘normal’ driving behaviors; and offer in‐vehicle systems to refresh the driver thereby
improving performance and safety. Progress in the development of this concept is discussed in the
context of the ongoing research, testing, and validation of the MIT AwareCar platform.

WELLNESS AS A DESIGN & ENGINEERING FRAMEWORK
The baby boomers, individuals born between 1946 and 1964, are the nation’s largest generation and are
now well into middle age and confronting the challenges of aging. Health and active management of
their wellbeing occupy a large part of their personal agenda. As the nation’s largest generation, their
personal attention has made wellbeing a public issue. Wellness, the pursuit of optimal personal
performance, is therefore receiving an explosive level of attention from consumers and businesses alike.
As one sports apparel manufacturer noted, the aging baby boomers are now experiencing the aches and
pains of middle age, but also have the desire and resources to manage them. Typically associated with
health, wellness includes the pursuit of total wellbeing and has many dimensions. In addition to basic
needs such as access to food, shelter, healthcare, etc., these dimensions include mental wellness, the
management of stress; spiritual wellness or a sense of balance in one’s life; emotional balance, including
mood; reactions to the actions of others; and workplace satisfaction . The ability to achieve these
multiple performance goals – optimal health, low stress, balance and emotional wellbeing, is to achieve
wellness.
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Borrowing from sports psychology, a wellness perspective provides a strategy to achieve optimal
performance. This includes personal awareness, a process and continuing motivation to improve, and an
on‐going assessment of progress. Coughlin (2003, 2007) argues that wellness can be translated into a
design feature that can be engineered into products to actively engage the user in the monitoring,
management and optimization of their performance in the home, workplace, clinic, retail environment,
etc. Wellness, therefore, can been viewed as a system having three functional components: (1) a
process and desire for continuous improvement; (2) a means to determine individual wellbeing and
progress; and, (3) tools or strategies to improve and achieve optimal performance. The ultimate goal is
to refresh and renew the user, improving their overall wellbeing.
Today there are many products that include one, two or all of these elements. A bed manufacturer
enables the user to adjust their bed for optimal comfort to ‘feel’ recharged the next morning. Several
sports manufacturers now offer shoes that assure more than comfort; they promise improvement in
muscle tone and rejuvenated leg appearance with repeated use. A national electronics retailer sells
health monitoring devices along with access to a website to learn more about fitness and to share
progress with others, as well as a discount at local gyms, to provide the tools to improve and to be
reinvigorated.
While health and wellbeing is important in every part of life’s activities, driving may be considered an
‘extreme’ activity that depends on the awareness and performance of the driver. Today’s driving
population is older, managing more chronic disease, and balancing competing demands on their
attention. How might wellness be applied to the driving experience and engineered into the vehicle? If
integrated into the driving experience, could wellness‐inspired systems provide improved situational
awareness to the driver, reduce impairment from fatigue, stress and distraction, and thereby improve
driver performance and overall highway safety?
Advances over the past decade in information technology and embedded intelligent systems are
offering new ways to monitor, manage and motivate people in a variety of settings from the home to
the workplace (Coughlin, Pope, & Leedle, 2006). Collectively referred to as ambient intelligence, “the
application of lighting, sound, vision, domestic appliances, personal healthcare devices and distributed
services all cooperate seamlessly with one another to improve the total user experience through the
support of natural and intuitive interfaces” these technologies are the foundation to create
environments that sense, support and optimize user performance. (Aarts & de Ruyter, 2009).
Researchers at the Georgia Institute of Technology, for example, have integrated a wide variety of
systems into an ‘Aware Home’ (Gregory et al., 2000). The Aware Home vision enhances the health,
promotes the independence, and improves social engagement of the residents through novel user
interfaces, intelligent systems and services that remind them to take medication, monitor their
wellbeing and connect them to friends, family and physicians (Coughlin & Pope, 2008). Integrating
ambient intelligent concepts with advances in in‐vehicle systems presents an opportunity to realize a
vehicle that is more than ‘simply’ a transportation mode, but to transform the car into ‘wellness’
platform that supports optimal driver performance and improves overall traffic safety.
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FRAMEWORK FOR AN INTEGRATED VEHICLE SAFETY / WELLNESS SYSTEM
Figure 1 depicts the overall conceptual framework of the
proposed integrated vehicle safety / wellness platform. The
framework consists of three wellness‐inspired components: 1)
detection and ongoing monitoring of driver state, 2)
displaying / providing this information to the driver, vehicle
systems, and the evolving intelligent transportation system
(ITS) infrastructure, and 3) engaging features to alert or calm
the driver (refresh) as needed to meet the requirements of
the current driving situation.

Display

Detect

Refresh

This model assumes that the driver is an active participant in
the operation and control of the vehicle. While semi‐
autonomous systems are starting to make their way into
Figure 1: Framework of the MIT
production vehicles, it will likely be many years before fully
integrated vehicle safety / wellness
autonomous operation for the entire course of travel will
system
become the norm and that vehicles will only contain
passengers. As long as a human being plays a role in the
operation of the vehicle, even if this eventually consists of mostly monitoring largely automated
systems, the state of the driver (i.e. their attentiveness, trust and comfort in systems decisions, and
ability to respond appropriately to changing conditions) will continue to be an important component of
safe operation (Brookhuis, de Waard, & Janssen, 2001; Merat & Jamson, 2009; Parasuraman & Riley,
1997).
The quality of an operator’s performance is significantly impacted by their level of arousal and ability to
attend appropriately to relevant events. The relationship between arousal level and performance has
been depicted as an inverted‐U shaped curve generally referred to as the Yerkes‐Dodson Law (Yerkes &
Dodson, 1908; see also Broadhurst, 1959; Duffy, 1962). Underlying this principle of behavior is the
observation that both under arousal (fatigue) and over arousal (stress) are associated with decrements
in performance. Optimal performance occurs in a range between these extremes where the level of
arousal and attention is appropriately balanced for the demands of the task.
Arousal is a broad concept and this same inverted‐U relationship can be applied to similar constructs.
Figure 2 is a recasting of the Yerkes‐Dodson Law relating performance to the level of workload / stress
(arousal) and an updated adaptation to driving and similar operational tasks (Reimer, Coughlin, &
Mehler, 2009). In this model, both sides of the arousal curve, underload and fatigue as well as overload
and high distraction, represent regions of concern. The driver who is fatigued due to lack of sleep or
lulled into an inattentive state due to monotonous conditions is at high risk for losing control of the
vehicle or to failing to respond to an emerging demand for action. At the other end of the spectrum,
overload arising from environmental conditions, distractions, along with any internal stressors that the
driver brings with them to the driving environment, can combine to saturate their available resources
for dealing safely with the primary driving task. From this perspective, the ability to sense and, as
needed, encourage / support the driver in moving to a more optimal state of arousal is one of the next
frontiers in automotive safety.
It is important to note that, as with any safety system, there are limits to the extent to which the vehicle
systems can protect the driver and those in proximity. The driver who is seriously sleep deprived or
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otherwise impaired (Horne & Reyner, 1999) or who is so overly aroused or distracted that they cannot
effectively attend to the driving task, even with prompts or other support from an advanced safety
system, bears ultimate responsibility for recognizing this and either not attempting to drive to begin
with or finding a safe way to end the driving task. A vehicle safety system that includes state detection
capability can play a vital role in bringing this decrement in capability to the driver’s attention.

Figure 2: Yerkes Dodson Law adapted to the MIT Wellness Concept
The concept of tuning a component of the vehicle’s safety systems in response to current conditions has
been an important feature of advanced automotive engineering for some time now. The introduction of
electronic stability control is one example in which a vehicle’s computer system continuously monitors
driving characteristics such as steering, and automatically engages brakes to individual wheels to help
the driver maintain control of the vehicle. Driver error is the largest contributing factor to automotive
accidents (Brookhuis et al., 2001). A driver’s state is a major variable in the capability of an individual to
respond to an impending threat. Therefore, exploring methods for assisting in tuning or optimizing
driver state based on current conditions seems worthy of serious study and development. The
importance of considering the vehicle, the environment, and the driver as interacting components will
be taken up in more depth in a moment.
In addition to the primary concern for safety in this model, there is an important derivative benefit from
the wellness perspective. Characteristics and actions in the vehicle systems and environment that
encourage or support moving the driver from an overload condition to a more optimal operational state
involve, by definition, a reduction in the driver’s stress level. Similarly, features that encourage
movement from a fatigued or inattentive state to a more optimal state of attention involve some form
of refreshing or refocusing of attention. In both cases, moving from either extreme on the arousal curve
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involves moving the driver to a state of more relaxed engagement with the task at hand, which is a key
part of any wellness model.

AN INTEGRATED APPROACH TO DRIVER SAFETY
William Haddon, the first administrator of National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), laid
out a useful schema that divides accident and injury prevention / mitigation into a nine cell matrix that
considers the temporal phases (pre‐crash, crash, post‐crash) and the primary contributing factors
(driver, vehicle, environment) (Haddon, 1972). While Haddon’s ‘matrix’ is a useful framework to
understand where interventions might be focused and policy resources allocated, it does not adequately
capture the dynamics of contemporary driver safety. We have proposed (Coughlin, 2005; Coughlin &
Reimer, 2006; Reimer, Coughlin et al., 2009) a derivation of Haddon’s Matrix that emphasizes the
overlapping and interacting nature of the role of driver, environment and vehicle in safety and accident
prevention, as illustrated in Figure 3. Andreone, Amditis, Deregibus, Damiani and Morreale (2005) are
similarly to be recognized for raising the significance of the driver, vehicle and environment interaction
in determining safety margins at any given moment.
Current and emerging safety
systems have begun to
consider and target some
aspects of these intersecting
regions. For example, adaptive
cruise control (ACC), blind spot
detection, parking assistance,
rumble strips, lane markings,
lane departure prevention, and
smart airbags all impact two of
the three regions. In the case of
lane departure prevention
systems, the vehicle monitors
characteristics of the roadway
and autonomously corrects
vehicle positioning to prevent
off road excursions.

1. Infrastructure
improvements that optimize
overlap between the
environment and driver
(rumble strips, lane markings)

2. Passive safety
systems that target the
driver‐vehicle interface
(seatbelts, airbags,
crumple zones)

Driver

1
Environment

2
4

Vehicle

3

3. Technology developed to support
modes of automated driving (VII /
IntelliDrive, active safety), though it
is unlikely fully autonomous vehicles
will exist in the near future

4. The area most critical to further
improving traffic safety; an area
under developed when the driver
is not taken into account as an
active participant

Figure 3: Components of the driving context

In the automated lane departure prevention system example, the driver is essentially a passive
component. While such as system offers important safety protections, a potential limitation of such
systems is that the driver can be left with a feeling of loss of control, uncertainty about what their role is
in appropriately reacting to the automated response and possibly stressed by an unexpected
intervention.
Older drivers in particular are more susceptible to confusion and uncertainty in how to react to
automated systems as their learned behaviors are often difficult to overcome (Cottè, Meyer, &
Coughlin, 2001) without appropriate orientation and education. Consider the case of individuals who
learned to drive before the advent of automated braking systems (ABS). A common response for many
such individuals upon first experiencing the engagement of ABS in a critical situation is to respond to the
unexpected sensations by removing their foot from the brake pedal.
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Although taking the driver out of the loop may be the ultimate goal for resolving such situations, it is
unlikely that in the near future drivers will be willing to completely relinquish control or that the
infrastructure will be developed sufficiently to permit fully autonomous vehicles to interact with legacy
vehicles. Designs and supporting information that increase in the driver a sense that the vehicle’s
systems are assisting them in the process of operating the vehicle safely, as opposed to taking away
control of the vehicle, are likely to gain better acceptance and ultimately promote safer operation.
A more complete view of the safety management model shown in Figure 3 would include the driver as
an integrated part of this process as indicated in region 4. A full realization would involve efforts on two
fronts. The first involves efforts to effectively educate the driver to make them aware of how to most
appropriately utilize new safety and driving demand reducing technologies such as adaptive cruise
control (ACC) and of vehicle systems expected actions when autonomous or semi‐autonomous safety
systems are engaged. The second involves making vehicle systems more aware of the state of the driver
and making use of this information to encourage the driver to make adjustments in their own behavior
so as to reduce or eliminate the need for compensatory or emergency systems to be employed at all.

DRIVER STATE DETECTION
Driver state refers to overall physical and functional characteristics indicative of features such as
distraction, fatigue, attentional capacity, and mental workload. State detection can be based upon both
overt and covert measures, as indicated in Figure 4. In this model, data on a driver’s physiological
arousal, apparent emotion, allocation of visual attention, driving style, and driving behavior may be
combined with data on vehicle performance and environment conditions to provide individualized and
context aware measures of driver state.
 Following Distance
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Figure 4: Domains from which inputs for an integrated driver state detection system might be drawn
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Research on the selection of appropriate attributes and modeling architectures for state detection is in
its infancy (Tan, expected 2010; Vidales & Stajano, 2002). Studies focused on particular domains of state
detection largely dominate the literature (i.e. Boyraz, Yang, Sathyanarayana, & Hansen, 2009; Chun‐Che,
Shih‐Shinh, & Li‐Chen, 2005; Healey & Picard, 2005; McCall, Achler, & Trivedi, 2004; McCall, Wipf,
Trivedi, & Rao, 2007; Pilutti & Ulsoy, 1999; Qiang, Zhiwei, & Lan, 2004). Since 2003, research in our
group at MIT has emphasized looking at a broad set of measures including physiology, visual attention,
vehicle performance, driving behavior, physical function, health status and environment as inputs to
state detection (Mehler, Reimer, Pohlmeyer, & Coughlin, 2008; Reimer, D'Ambrosio, Coughlin, Fried, &
Biederman, 2007; Reimer, D’Ambrosio et al., 2008; Reimer, Mehler et al., 2008; Reimer, Mehler,
Pohlmeyer, Coughlin, & Dusek, 2006; Reimer & Sodhi, 2006) with a view toward the eventual integration
of inputs from across domains.
In collaboration with Ford Motor Company, a formal feasibility assessment of bio‐metric based state
detection considering a wide range of possible physiological measures was conducted in 2006‐2007 in
the MIT AgeLab driving simulator “Miss Daisy” (Mehler, Reimer, Coughlin, & Dusek, 2009; Mehler,
Reimer, D’Ambrosio, Piña, & Coughlin, 2010). A field assessment platform integrating a broad set of
inputs for state detection was proposed (Reimer & Coughlin, 2006) to validate and extend the work
carried out under simulation. An instrumented vehicle platform termed the “AwareCar” was developed
for the synchronized collection and assessment of inputs to models for driver state detection and was
first implemented and field tested in 2007 in a Volvo XC90 provided on loan by Ford Motor Company.
Information from each of the domains represented in Figure 4 was included in the data collection
stream. Ramon et al. (2008) have also reported work on an integrated platform that includes some of
the features of the AwareCar, although visual attention measures based on eye tracking technology and
more advanced driving control variables such as those derived from lane tracking were not a part of
their system architecture. The MIT development platform also included functionality for the evaluation
of display and refresh mechanisms (Reimer, Coughlin et al., 2009).
Initial studies with the vehicle (Reimer, 2009; Reimer, Mehler, Coughlin, Godfrey, & Tan, 2009)
successfully confirmed that bio‐metric signals such as heart rate, skin conductance and eye movement,
selected on the basis of their utility in the simulator (see Mehler et al., 2009 for background on measure
selection), can also play an important role in the detection of workload under actual on‐road driving
conditions. Figure 5 illustrates changes in heart rate and skin conductance with a low, moderate and
more difficult cognitive demand added to the driving task (Reimer, Mehler et al., 2009). These
differences in psychophysiological indices are consistent with the patterns observed in the simulator
(Mehler et al., 2009). In both cases, heart rate and skin conductance are more sensitive at representing
incremental changes in workload than are changes in driving performance.
Figure 6 indicates changes in visual attention across the same low, medium and high levels of demand
(Reimer, 2009). These data indicate that a more complex, non‐linear relationship exists between visual
behavior and incremental changes in cognitive load. None the less, under increased cognitive load,
drivers restrict the range of their visual scan path and direct visual attention to the center of the
roadway. This behavior have been observed in a number of studies and is often referred to as visual
tunneling (Harbluk, Noy, Trbovich, & Eizenman, 2007; Sodhi, Reimer, & Llamazares, 2002; Victor,
Harbluk, & Engström, 2005). This appears to be a compensatory mechanism associated with an attempt
to manage overall workload demands. While there may well be certain load managing advantages to
this behavior, it comes at the cost of a loss in peripheral visual information.
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Figure 5: Heart rate and skin conductance reactions to low, moderate and more difficult cognitive demands
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Figure 6: Reductions in horizontal gaze dispersion with a low, moderate and more difficult cognitive
demand
More recent data collection has been undertaken to extend these assessments with larger groups of
drivers drawn from samples across the lifespan (Coughlin, Reimer, & Mehler, 2009). The data generated
as part of this work is providing the depth of observational information that is essential in developing
the foundation for creating useful detection algorithms (Tan, expected 2010).
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In summary, safety systems that target individual regions of the Haddon matrix are partially incomplete
and do not adequately consider the driver’s overall arousal level and capacity for handling additional
workload. State detection provides a potentially valuable mechanism for integrating information on the
driver into the safety system. In addition, measures of the driver’s state can provide an individualized
indication of the driver’s location on the arousal curve (Reimer, Coughlin et al., 2009). Information about
the location on the arousal curve can support the display of important feedback to the driver and trigger
appropriate alerting or calming features that can help reduce stress, i.e. refresh, and improve safety.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF DISPLAY AND REFRESH
Various methods are being explored to provide
drivers with subtle but informative indications of
their current operating state. Figure 7 illustrates
one implementation currently under evaluation.
This prototype concept employs a visual display
device (Ambient Orb from Ambient Devices,
Cambridge, MA) programmed to change color
based upon the output of a state detection
system. Other more integrated approaches could
involve designing the display component into a
form feature of the vehicle’s interior, as a
component of the main automotive display
system, or through a mid‐console driver
information system.

Figure 7: Illustration of experimental display
methodology

Attractiveness and engagement may be increased
through creative design language and
customization to individual preferences. Design language refers to style characteristics of a brand such
as logo’s, shape, or other aspects of a vehicle’s ‘look and feel’. Providing drivers with display options that
appeal to their individual preferences are likely to enhance the effectiveness of the interface. An
important aspect of the development of this technology will be the creation of displays that
communicate without startling or distracting the driver.
In some instances, the display of information alone will likely provide a sufficient cue to prompt drivers
to adjust behaviors towards a more optimal state. For example, in Ford’s SmartGauge, the number of
leaves on a graphic display decreases with higher fuel consumption. This information is intended to
prompt the operator to modify their driving style in a more fuel efficient manner. This same principle
can be applied to providing information on driver state for purposes of encouraging behavioral change.
In instances where visual information alone is not sufficient to encourage behavior changes, more active
alerting or calming technologies may prove useful. These technologies can target other senses through
techniques such as haptic stimulation through the steering wheel or seat. Depending upon the side of
the arousal curve (see figure 2), the characteristics of the stimulation could vary to appropriately
promote alerting or calming (i.e. refresh).
On the extreme low end of the arousal curve (fatigue), sleep is the only fully effective countermeasure
(Horne & Reyner, 1999). However, alerting methods such haptics, auditory cues or changes in aroma
may help increase the driver’s attention for short periods of time. This may provide the additional
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margin that supports reaching a safe stopping location. At other points along the arousal curve, where
the driver has the capacity to attend but is distracted (inattention), alerting stimulation may help re‐
center the driver’s attention. Examples of such inattention range from day dreaming due to monotony
to active distraction from cellular phone conversations or other cognitively distracting interactions. In
situations of heightened arousal or workload, calming and attention re‐centering feedback mechanisms
such as changes in vehicle performance characteristics and massage might be tuned to reduce stress.
In all cases, providing the driver with multiple feedback options that can be tailored to individual
preferences is critical to both acceptance and effectiveness. Included among these should be the option
of opting out of the feedback system. Even subtitle feedback can be distracting to certain individuals. In
addition, the sense of having a choice to engage such features is often important to overcoming
resistance to experimenting with and accepting new technologies. As with any new technology,
education about the function, characteristics, and potential benefits is key to increasing effective
utilization.
As mentioned previously, abrupt warnings can be startling; therefore appropriate implementation of the
display feature is a critical connection between effective detection and refresh. The integration of
detection, display and refresh provides an important step in the evolution of the next generation of
driver centric safety systems. Many of the display and refresh methodologies discussed here have been
proposed or experimented with as independent in‐vehicles systems. As such they may offer useful
features. However, in isolation, they do not take full advantage of what may be gained through a system
such as proposed here in which state detection helps balance the appropriate level of alerting and
calming to encourage optimal performance in the driver.

CONCLUSION, IMMEDIATE BENIFITS AND FUTURE WORK
In summary, this paper outlines a wellness‐inspired vehicle concept that proposes to detect driver state,
display that information to the driver to modify their behavior, and introduce systems to improve the
driver’s performance. A key feature of this framework is the detection of driver state as it relates to the
inverted‐U arousal curve and optimal operator performance. In our vision of this system, information on
driver state should ideally be communicated to the driver, vehicle systems, and the transportation
infrastructure. Depending on the state of the driver, the vehicle, and the environment, features to alert
or calm the driver are engaged as needed. A full realization of this model would involve both the driver
being made more aware of the current demands of the driving situation and the vehicle systems being
more aware of the state of the driver.
Wellness is found to be a useful design framework to integrate otherwise disparate work in driver
performance and vehicle active safety systems. Engineering research efforts to date have emphasized
consideration of a broad set of inputs for integration into state detection algorithms. Efforts to identify
methods of classifying driver state and evaluations of different display technologies are ongoing. A
crucial aspect of the display component of the model will be the development and validation of
methods of communicating information to the driver that aid in moving them in the desired direction on
the arousal curve without startling or otherwise distracting them from the driving task. Another
important concept in the model is the notion of choice that allows the driver to customize feedback
options to match their desired style of interaction with the system. Future work aims to focus on the
integration of display and refresh systems that, improve driver performance and ultimately highway
safety for all.
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While it will take some time before the AwareCar concept can be fully realized, there are immediate
benefits to the automobile and insurance industries, the government, and the driving public. The work
to date on the detection side of the triangle can be put to immediate use. We have demonstrated, both
in the simulator and in on‐road assessment, that physiological and eye tracking measures can
productively utilized as sensitive measures of changes in cognitive workload on the driver. These
techniques can be put to use in assessing the relative demand placed on the driver by various features
and in‐vehicle interface designs. Integrating these assessment methodologies into the development
process should aid manufacturers in selecting optimized designs with the least demand on the driver,
resulting in greater user satisfaction, increased safety, and less stress.
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